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Summary :


How do you convert a TXT file to PDF? Check this guide to get a few helpful methods to do a quick conversion between TXT file and PDF on a PC, Mac, or web browser.
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Among the many PDF conversion cases, converting TXT files to PDF is one of the most common scenarios for TXT’s wide use at work. Converting Word to PDF without changing the font is another increased demand.

If you’re wondering how to convert a TXT file to PDF, this guide gets you covered. In this guide, you’ll find four quick conversion options.

👉Directly download the free PDF converter software PDFgear, which is a recommended program used in this guide to turn TXT into PDF.

Convert TXT to PDF without Losing Formatting

Conversion may result in quality loss at times. To preserve formatting and ensure a superior choice, consider using the feature-rich PDF converter – PDFgear. With it, you can batch-convert TXT files to PDF without compromising fonts and document formatting or easily copy text from PDF to Word.

Whether your file is large or small in size, PDFgear can convert it without hassle.

Not only that, but it also provides you with some editing tools that allow you to copy text from PDF without line breaks, remove line breaks, and more.



Free PDF Converter Software

PDFgear is top-tier, free PDF converter software that excels at effortlessly converting between 60+ document formats. No registration, subscription, or watermarks are required.



Free Download



Step 1. Download PDFgear, install it, and launch it on your computer.

Step 2. Open PDFgear. Choose Convert to PDF from the top menu bar, and then choose TXT to PDF to proceed.
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Step 3. Click Add Files to import the TXT file you wish to convert and click Convert to start converting. Before that, you can click the three dots next to the box of Output Path to choose where to store the converted file.

PDFgear supports batch uploading without any file size or quantity limits, enabling you to convert numerous files at once.
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Convert TXT to PDF Online

The most straightforward way to convert TXT to PDF is by using an online service like PDFgear online TXT to PDF converter. It is easy to use and provides a high conversion speed. You can directly convert files on a web browser without the need for any program.

If you need to process small-sized TXT files that are under 50MB, this online service is a good option.

Convert TXT to PDF Now

However, if you need to convert large files or bulk convert TXT files, download PDFgear to process offline. Here, we’ll mainly focus on how to convert TXT to PDF online.

Step 1. Visit PDFgear TXT to PDF Converter in a web browser.

Step 2. Click Select TXT files to upload your files. Or you can directly drag and drop TXT files to this page. Then, it will automatically convert your files.
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Step 3. Once the conversion is done, click Download to save files on your device.
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Convert TXT to PDF Using Microsoft Word

If you’re using a PC running Windows 11 or Windows 11, and you have the Microsoft Office suite coming with it, luckily, you have an extra conversion option. Microsoft Word enables you to convert any files created by Microsoft applications (eg, Excel, PowerPoint, and Word) to a PDF document.

If you’ve ever copied scanned PDF text, you would be very familiar with the process. Now, check the following process to do it.

Step 1. Open the TXT file you wish to convert using Microsoft Word.

Step 2. From the top menu bar, click File and select Export.

Step 3. On the Export page, click Create PDF/XPS Document, and click Create PDF/XPS on the right panel.
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Step 4. Give a new name to your file and select a location to save it. Then, click Publish. Next, you can find the converted file on your computer.
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Convert TXT to PDF on Mac

If you’re using a Mac computer, then you can use a word processing and text editing app called TextEdit to handle the conversion task.

With TextEdit, you’re able to edit files created in some applications like Microsoft Word and OpenOffice. Now, follow these steps to convert TXT to PDF on Mac.

Step 1. Open your Mac computer. Click File from the top menu of your screen and choose Open…to open your TXT file.
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Step 2. Click File again in the top menu and select Export as PDF from the drop-down list.

Step 3. Give your file a new name and choose an output path. Then, click Save to save it on your computer.
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FAQs

How to convert a TXT file to PDF in Python?

To convert a TXT file to PDF in Python, you can use the PyPDF2 library. First, you’ll need to install the PyPDF2 library in your Python environment. In specific code, you open the TXT file for reading using the `open()` method. Then, you create a new PDF file using the `PdfFileWriter()` method and open it for writing using the `open()` method.

How can I copy text from Notepad and paste it into PDF?

You can easily handle this job with the PDF editor built-in PDFgear. Apart from that, it also allows you to insert fillable text boxes, extract and copy text from scanned PDFs, and more.

How do I convert a TXT file to PDF using Adobe Acrobat?

It’s easy to convert a TXT file to PDF using Adobe Acrobat. All you need is to open Adobe Acrobat Pro on your computer and click File > PDF to File. Choose the file you want to convert from the newly opened window and click Open to start converting. Once converted, save your PDF file to your computer.

How do I convert the TXT file to PDF with customized fonts?

You can first convert the TXT file to PDF using PDFgear and then edit it with its built-in editor. To do this, you just need to import PDF, go to Edit > Edit text and change the font.

Conclusion

That’s all about how to convert TXT files to PDF. Various PDF converter tools make TXT to PDF conversion incredibly easy and quick. You can choose the right tool to handle the conversion task based on your specific needs.

If you want a simple and fast conversion tool, go for PDFgear PDF Converter. With it, you can even freely copy text from PDF to Excel or vice versa.
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